
 

 

 

 

  

 

Curricular Guide for 
Interfaith Youth 

Dialogue and Service 
This Curricular Guide can be adapted for high school and middle school 
classrooms, university settings, youth organizations, service learning 
experiences, and camp settings. 

To learn more about this curriculum, please 

contact Rev. Nicole Diroff, Associate 

Executive Director of the Interfaith Center at 

ndd@interfaithcenterpa.org / (215) 222-1012. 

The Curricular Guide for Interfaith Youth 

Dialogue & Service was developed as a part of a 

comprehensive community-based initiative, 

Walking the Walk™, founded by the Interfaith 

Center of Greater Philadelphia in 2005. This 

interactive curriculum offers students the 

opportunity to gain multi-cultural and multi-

faith literacy and communication skills to 

become successful problem-solvers and leaders 

in an increasingly diverse global society. 

Educators from diverse faiths shaped 
the content of the curricular material. 
The design team included professionals 
with expertise in education, social work, 
intergroup relations, public health, 
religion, youth work, and diversity. 
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Walking the Walk Curriculum Goals 

Interfaith Engagement 

1. Participants develop increased pride in their own religious identities.  

2. Participants express curiosity in respectful ways.  

3. Participants understand and appreciate commonalities amongst religious 

traditions, including the shared values of helping those in need, hospitality, and 

treating people with honor and dignity.  

4. Participants understand and respect the distinctiveness of religious traditions.  

5. Participants become aware of stereotypes.  

6. Participants learn strategies for dispelling stereotypes and standing up for someone 

being put down.  

Service Learning 

7. Participants engage in meaningful service/advocacy.  

8. Participants understand that the societal issues being addressed are complex.  

9. Participants embody the shared values across traditions that inspire faith-rooted 

action in response to societal issues.  

Community Building 

10. Participants create and maintain a safe learning environment.  

11. Participants become ambassadors of their congregation/school in promoting 

interfaith understanding and cooperation.  

12. Participants feel "known" and supported by peers and elders.  

13. Participants and their congregations/schools form meaningful relationships that 

extend beyond the program.  

Creative Reflection and Integration 

14. Participants learn and use an array of methods for processing their experiences.  

15. Participants gain communication skills for articulating their identities, passions, 

and questions.  
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Asking Good Questions 
45 Minute Activity Guide 

Curriculum Goals 

 Participants create and maintain a safe learning environment. (Goal #10) 

 Participants learn and use an array of methods for processing their experiences. 

(Goal #14) 

Preparation 

There is no specific preparation needed for this activity. 

Required Materials 

□ Pens/pencils 

□ Pads/sheets of paper 

□ Poster paper 

□ Markers 

Introduction (15 minutes) 

1. Reinforce that this is a safe space for learning, enjoying and honoring each other’s 

experience and knowledge. It is a space where participants agree to respect the opinions 

and beliefs of others in the group. 

2. Explain to the group that the focus of this activity is learning to ask good, curious questions. 

a. Emphasize that to be an interfaith leader, you do not need to know all the answers.  

What you do need to know is when and how to ask good questions.  

b. A good interfaith question is genuine, honest, curious, and nonjudgmental. It is a 

sign of the respect held between the people involved.  

3. With the group, brainstorm to create a quick list of characteristics of curious questions, 

followed by a list of characteristics of judgmental questions.   

a. Ask for examples of a curious question, e.g. “Can you help me understand what the 

cross symbolizes for you?” 

b. Ask for examples of a judgmental question, e.g. “Why do Christians feel the need 

to shove their religion in my face by wearing crosses around their neck?” 

4. Create small groups of 3-4 people, representing at least two different religious traditions.   

5. Distribute paper and pens to each small group. 
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Small Group Activity (20 minutes) 

1. Ask members of each small group to introduce themselves by sharing a question about a   

religious tradition that they didn’t know who to ask or were afraid of asking.  Record the 

questions and continue to create a list of interfaith questions. Resist the urge to answer the 

questions! 

2. After 10 minutes, ask each small group to trade papers with another group.  Review their 

questions and mark any questions that you think are particularly “curious” with a “C” and 

particularly “judgmental” questions with a “J”.  The receiving group also may suggest edits 

to questions which would make them be more curious and add any additional questions 

they would want to ask. 

3. Return to one large group and pass the papers back to the original group who created them. 

Debriefing (10 minutes) 

1. Ask each small group to choose one representative to share a few of their curious questions 

created with the larger group.  

2. Select two of the questions to pose to the group for general discussion. 

3. Encourage the whole group to experiment with asking curious questions throughout the 

rest of today's session as well as during the whole interfaith journey.   

Notes 

1. This session and Creating A Safe Space/Guidelines for Dialogue complement one another. 

2. Reinforce concept of asking good questions throughout your program year of interfaith 

dialogue and service learning activities. 

3. Prior to the Question & Answer Session with Religious Leaders, generate additional good, 

curious questions to provide to the Religious Leaders ahead of time and/or bring copies of 

the list with you. 
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Defining Pluralism 

45 Minute Activity Guide 

Curriculum Goals 

 Participants understand and respect the distinctiveness of religious traditions. 

(Goal #4) 

 Participants create and maintain a safe learning environment. (Goal #10) 

Preparation 

There is no specific preparation needed for this activity. 

Required Materials  

 One copy of “The Giraffe and the Elephant: A Modern Fable” (see “Handouts” Section) 

 Copies of “What is Pluralism?” for all participants (see “Handouts” Section) 

 Poster paper with discussion questions listed below 

 Dictionaries 

 Paper and pens/pencils 

Introduction (5 Minutes) 

Explain that “pluralism” is a word that is used frequently in the interfaith movement and will 

be the focus of the activity. Encourage participants to define pluralism and/or provide an 

example. 

Large Group Activity (10 Minutes) 

1. Ask for three volunteers to act out the characters in “The Giraffe and the Elephant” 

(elephant, giraffe, and giraffe’s wife). 

2. Ask participants to read the fable aloud slowly, allowing volunteers to act their parts as it 

is read. 

Activity (25 Minutes) 

1. Divide the group into small groups of 3 - 4 people. 

2. Introduce the first set of small group discussion questions (written on poster paper ahead 

of time): 

a. What is the moral / meaning of the fable? 

b. How do you think this fable might relate to religious diversity? 
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3. After a few minutes, introduce the second set of small group discussion questions (written 

on a second sheet of poster paper ahead of time): 

a. Do you think the giraffe should change his house? 

b. It has been said, “Good fences make good neighbors.” How might this apply to the 

giraffe / elephant?  How might this apply to religious diversity? 

4. Move back into large group. Discuss each question with the large group inviting one person 

to share his/her small group’s thinking on each.  At the end, invite people to share any 

ideas/themes that have not yet been touched upon.  As time allows, facilitate a large group 

conversation around what was shared. 

5. Distribute copies of and introduce the “What is Pluralism?” handout (2 minutes). 

6. Divide the group into pairs, assign each pair one bullet point to look at (one, two, three or 

four), and make dictionaries available. 

7. Introduces the discussion questions (written on poster paper ahead of time): 

a. Each point is rather long.  What do you think is the essence of what it is trying to 

say?  Note: look up any unfamiliar words with the dictionaries provided. 

b. What are the implications of your point for Walking the Walk? (or for promoting 

interfaith understanding?) 

c. What are the implications of your point for your home, school, and / or 

neighborhood? 

Debriefing (5 Minutes) 

With a few minutes left, leader discusses each point with the large group inviting one person 

to share his/her thinking on each of the discussion questions.  At the end, invite people to 

share any ideas / themes that have not yet been touched upon.  As time allows, facilitate a 

large group conversation around what was shared. 

Notes 

1. This activity works well as an introduction to the “Building a Multi-Faith School” activity. 

2. If short on time, facilitate the activity as a large group discussion instead of breaking into 

small groups, or review definition of Harvard’s Pluralism Project at a later date. Instead, 

refer to “Key Points” of the definition of pluralism that you have written on chart paper. 
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Sharing Meaningful Objects 

45 Minute Activity Guide 

Curriculum Goals 

 Participants develop increased pride in their own religious identities. (Goal #1) 

 Participants express curiosity in respectful ways. (Goal #2) 

 Participants understand and appreciate commonalities amongst religious 

traditions, including the shared values of helping those in need, hospitality, and 

treating people with honor and dignity. (Goal #3) 

 Participants understand and respect the distinctiveness of religious traditions. 

(Goal #4) 

 Participants gain communication skills for articulating their identity, passions, and 

questions. (Goal #15) 

Preparation 

 Prior to the session, invite each participant to bring an object that holds some significance 

in his/her religious tradition and is personally meaningful to him/her, and be prepared to 

share with the rest of the group. 

 Write Activity Instructions on poster-paper. 

Required Materials  

□ Poster-Paper 

□ Pens/pencils 

□ Index Cards 

Introduction (5 minutes) 

1. Introduce the activity by sharing the goals for and the overview of the activity. 

2. Emphasize that this is a safe space for learning, enjoying, and honoring each other’s 

experience and knowledge.  It is a space where participants may ask curious questions, 

speak for themselves, and agree to respect the opinions and beliefs of others in the group. 

3. Create small groups of 5-6 people each.  Each small group should contain representatives 

from at least two different religious traditions. 
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Small Group Activity (30 minutes) 

1. Ask participants to write on an index card: (1) a description of their object and (2) why it 

is meaningful to him/her. 

2. Taking turns, each participant shares his/her object and invites questions from the other 

people in their small group. 

3. As time permits, ask participants to discuss the following questions in their small groups: 

a. What did you find interesting about a particular object that was shared? 

b. What is something new that you learned?  

c. What is similar and unique among the objects shared?  

d. What other questions do you have? 

4. Ask everyone to display his/her object and index card on a table.  Invite everyone to take 

a more careful look at the’exhibit’.  This is also a good photo opportunity! 

Debriefing (10 minutes) 

1. Gather everyone back into one large group. 

2. Invite one person from each small group to share something he/she learned. 

3. Ask the following types of questions: 

a. What do you think makes objects meaningful?  Sacred? 

b. What are some of the similarities/unique aspects among what was shared? 

4. Stress that throughout the interfaith journey, we will be visiting each others’ sacred spaces, 

noticing and learning about other symbols, and having the opportunity to ask many more 

curious questions.  Share that they will probably begin to notice more symbols as they are 

out and about in their communities. 

Notes 

1. An alternate way to meet content goals of this session is for 1-4 participants to share their 

objects to the whole group, at the beginning of each session. 

2. If a participant forgets his/her object, he/she can draw it, describe it, or share it at another 

session, such as during the Question & Answer Session with Religious Leaders. 

3. This is a great activity in which to include parents. 


